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Static Control Flooring

Product Standards That Lead the Industry
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As the first-ever manufacturer of static control flooring, we bring
experience and insight no one else can match. Developed decades
ago and in continual refinement, Conductile® and Statmate™ are still
the premier static flooring solutions on the market. In fact, VPI
Static Control Tile installed over 60 years ago still performs to the
same specifications as the day it was installed, retaining its
conductive and dissipative properties indefinitely. For applications
that require electrostatic discharge protection and/or low outgassing
(like electronics assembly, health care, and clean rooms), VPI Static
Control Flooring is a perfect choice.

Features
Compliance
VPI tiles meet or exceed all federal, ASTM and ESD
Association specifications for electrical resistance. After
installation, a Certificate of ESD Compliance can also
be issued for complete peace of mind in the most
demanding and critical applications.
Lifetime “forever” electrical warranty
Our ESD tiles are guaranteed to work as long as the tile
is installed!
75-year wear warranty
VPI tiles are warranted for 75 years regarding failure
due to workmanship or materials. This is the longest
warranty in the industry for any resilient floor.
Top-quality materials
VPI ESD control tiles are made only from certified
high-quality materials to assure a lifetime of reliable
and consistent technical performance.
Superior physical resistance
Our ESD tiles can endure loads of up to 2,500 psi
offering unmatched durability. They offer a lifetime of
abrasive resistance to chipping and marring, unlike other
products with lower vinyl content.
Extreme resistance to many chemicals
Including betadine, acids, strong alkalis, alcohols, aliphatic
solvents and a variety of organic and synthetic fats.
Eco-consciousness
VPI tiles are the greenest resilient tiles on the market
today. Sustainable and earth friendly, VPI tiles create
less carbon foot printing through the product lifecycle

than many other more expensive, lower quality “green
wash” products.
Ease of installation and a beautiful appearance
Conforming to subfloor irregularities without cracking
or breaking, our “Micro Squared” highly flexible tiles
are extremely easy to install. And after installation, the
appearance simply blossoms. In fact, many customers
choose our tiles when they don’t need static control—
just a great-looking floor that lasts a lifetime and
requires very little maintenance.
Variety of installation choices:

12 x 12 x 1⁄8
24 x 24 x 1⁄8
36 x 36 x 1⁄8
Pre-grooving available (24’s and 36’s only)
Access flooring tiles available

Adhesive is included
All orders include appropriate amounts of VPI #150
Conductive Epoxy Adhesive or VPI #160 Conductive
Acrylic Adhesive.
No copper strip grid required
The VPI system only requires a single two-foot copper
strip every 2,000 square feet to ensure complete
grounding. Other ESD systems require an extensive
grid system to be installed before tile installation.
No wax requirements
Unlike other flooring tiles, our static control tiles do
not require wax or glaze to maintain their electrical
properties. No wax is also great for the environment.
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ROSE 905

LIGHT BROWN 904

LIGHT BLUE 909

BLACK 901

WHITE 902

RUST 924
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Installation
Choose from 13 colors of

Seam Welding Bead to
complement our tile.

For static control flooring product
specifications and performance
properties, see pages 18–19.
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CLOUD
16

STORM
93

L E E D C R E D I T S
VPITile contributes towards:
IEQ Credit 4.1 – Low-emitting materials: VPI #150 and #160 adhesives – 0 VOC
IEQ Credit 4.3 – Low-emitting materials
MR Credits 4.1, 4.2: Recycled content: 10.4% pre-consumer recycled content
MR Credits 5.1, 5.2: Regional materials: Manufactured in Sheboygan,WI
For more information visit us at www.vpiflooring.com.

Note: Due to color variations in printing, please refer to
actual samples for accurate color.
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With the same physical and installation properties, there are key differences
between VPI Conductile® and Statmate™ ESD tiles:

Static Control Flooring

Conductive Tile
• 25,000 to 1,000,000 ohms resistance
• Fastest static decay—up to 20 times

faster than static dissipative tiles
• For use with highly sensitive

equipment and critical applications
• Suited for printed circuit and chip

manufacturing
• 2,500 psi load rating

Static Dissipative Tile
• 1,000,000 to 100,000,000 ohms

resistance
• Slower static decay—up to 20 times

slower than conductive tiles
• Not for use with highly sensitive

equipment and critical applications
• Not suited for uses with exposed

circuits or chips
• 2,500 psi load rating

Conductile® vs. Statmate™: Which Is theRight Tile for You?
To understand the differences and the choices between static
dissipative and conductive tiles, it’s important to understand
the history of static control flooring.

Originally, VPI invented “no-wax” static control tile back in
the late 1940s, primarily as a spark arresting floor. Although
the newly invented floor material reduced static electricity,
the real focus was on preventing sparking in hospital
operating rooms.

Equally important, in the 1950’s and even into the 1960’s,
many buildings were not properly grounded. To provide
protection against shock hazards, we evolved our static
control tile into no-wax “static dissipative” tile, branded
as STATMATE™. This new material quickly became a
standard in many facilities and is frequently used today in
some high-voltage applications and/or where inadequate
grounding could be a concern.

Then a new challenge emerged. As high-tech electronics
manufacturing became common, smaller and faster
systems were more susceptible to damage caused by
static electricity—and thus required much greater protection.
For the first time, static levels imperceptible to humans could
actually cause significant problems for sensitive electronics.
The hallmark “shock” we traditionally felt was far and above
the levels that would damage and disrupt electronics
manufacturing.

Continuing its mission as an industry leader, VPI addressed
this issue by inventing no-wax conductive tiles, branded as
CONDUCTILE®. With up to 20 times greater protection
than all other waxed static dissipative tile, impregnated tiles
or poured static dissipative options, CONDUCTILE® set the
standard in the industry, and continues to do so today.

So which one to choose? Static dissipative tiles are
recommended where electronic equipment is operated—
for example, in control rooms or computer server rooms.
Alternatively, conductive flooring is recommended for areas
where electronic components (such as circuit boards) are
either serviced or manufactured.

While there are some limited exceptions, ESD flooring
experts increasingly support the viewpoint that conductive
flooring can and should be used everywhere.

In today’s world, highly sensitive components need more
protection, electronic equipment is much better insulated
and grounded than it was in the past, and a flooring
investment should be preserved well into the future.
Therefore, CONDUCTILE® is the optimal solution in
most applications.




